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1.Examine the FortiMail session profile and protected domain configuration shown in the exhibit; then
answer the question below.

Which size limit will FortiMail apply to outbound email?
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A. 204800
B. 51200
C. 1024
D. 10240
Answer: A
Explanation:
http://kb.fortinet.com/kb/viewContent.do?externalId=FD31006&sliceId=1
2.Examine the FortiMail antivirus action profile shown in the exhibit; then answer the question below.

What is the expected outcome if FortiMail applies this action profile to an email? (Choose two.)
A. The sanitized email will be sent to the recipient’s personal quarantine.
B. A replacement message will be added to the email.
C. Virus content will be removed from the email.
D. The administrator will be notified of the virus detection.
Answer: BC
Explanation:
https://www.fortinetguru.com/2016/04/configuring-profiles/14/
3.Examine the FortiMail recipient-based policy shown in the exhibit; then answer the question below.
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After creating this policy, an administrator discovered that clients are able to send unauthenticated email
using SMTP. What must be done to ensure clients cannot send unauthenticated email?
A. Configure a matching IP policy with SMTP authentication and exclusive flag enabled.
B. Move the recipient policy to the top of the list.
C. Configure an access receive rule to verify authentication status.
D. Configure an access delivery rule to enforce authentication.
Answer: A
4.FortiMail is configured with the protected domain “example.com”. Identify which of the following envelop
addresses will require an access receive rule for unauthenticated senders? (Choose two)
A. MAIL FROM: mis@hosted.net RCPT TO: noc@example.com
B. MAIL FROM: training@external.org RCPT TO: students@external.org
C. MAIL FROM: acconts@external.org RCPT TO: sales@external.org
D. MAIL FROM: support@external.org RCPT TO: marketing@external.org
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Answer: C
5.Examine the nslookup output shown in the exhibit; then answer the question below.

Identify which of the following statements is true regarding the example.com domain's MTAs. (Choose
two.)
A. External MTAs will send email to mx.example.com only if mx.hosted.com is unreachable.
B. The primary MTA for the example.com domain is mx.hosted.com.
C. The PriNS server should receive all email for the example.com domain.
D. The higher preference value is used to load balance more email to the mx.example.com MTA.
Answer: CD
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